
September 4, 2020 
District 7 Meeting 
Started at 4pm by President Megan Moorman 
 

- Ohio CDEs (state only) will be online for the 2020-2021 school year  
- Debra will bring forward to state advisory board the following 

- Moving soils to spring? May not happened 
- Sub district we can have in person competitions 
- Districts may change based on sub district schedules. 
- Cost structure for online competitions 
- District eliminations for online? Or no since all state are optional? 

- Respond to Debra about CDE (travel, host, etc). Make sure to answer her survey about 
district CDEs and what to comment at the State CDE meeting 

- Adena - no travel, not hosting, in person 5 days 
- AC - travel yes, in person 5 days, hosting? 
- Centerburg - travel, in person 
- Clearfork - yes travel, hybrid  
- Danville - travel yes, in person, willing to host PP (have plans) 
- East Knox - travel 
- Eastland CC - no travel, online  
- FU - hybrid, travel, but health department limiting number of schools (no more 

than 2) - hold for hosting 
- Fredericktown - travel, in person, can host 
- Huntington - travel yes, hybrid 
- Knox CCC - hybrid, yes travel 
- LU - no host, no events of more than one school, hybrid 
- Mount Vernon - yes travel, hybrid 
- Northridge - hybrid, can travel 
- Teays Valley - unsure on travel, hybrid, plan to host (unsure for spring though) 
- SE Ross - no travel, no host 
- Utica - in person, may travel, no host thru Jan 4 
- Westfall - hybrid, travel like sport (play one opponent per night), host one school 
- Zane Trace - in person, can host, can travel, limit group size 

- CDE Schedule Changes?: Unknown from the State CTE team, the goal is to not 
postpone unless there is a dire need. What the schedule is will most likely stay what it is. 
By spring if there is a change in districts/administrators and more in person competitions, 
there may be a chance to have in person events as hosted by the state if the opportunity 
arises. 

- Forestry changing from online/in person? (If the district goes online for CDEs, how do we 
keep it secure?) 

- Ryan: working with testing vendors to work with security issues. However the 
sub/district chooses to run it is up to us. No requirement to use the online testing 
system, but are welcome to use what the state uses. Advisory committee will 



meet and look for new outlines for events based on various schedules. 
Elimination rules? - no known answer if there is an elimination for online formats. 
Can the state give us options for hosting the district tests? - work with Q Bank, 
but don’t know there is a subscription for district use at the time. Timber 
Cruising? - how we teach students the core concepts (with or without multiple 
choice).  

- Contest in a box? - Ryan mentioned this is similar to skillathon kits. 
Districts develop a “contest in a box” where students can complete the 
contest and turn in the results. 

- Scott Sharp moves for the delegate council to allow the Ohio Farm Bureau to 
bring the proposal to the governor to allow in person career development events. 
Debra Burden seconds the motion. A vote was cast as follows: 

- Yes vote: Aaron Miller, Amy Lukac, Gina Neff, Jennifer Johnston, Scott Sharp, 
Megan Moorman, Debra Burden, Tom Holden, Jeff Tilley, Josh Bluck, Karlie Gill, 
Barry Fee, Haley Sherman, Chris Turner, Brandon Thomas, John Campbell, 
Jena Kemmerer, Christine Balint 

- No vote: none 
- Motion passes 

- Scott Sharp moves that Deb propose at the state CDE committee meeting that the 
CDE timeline for event announcements be 45 days before the state contest so that 
we know how the competition will be delivered and the entire rules and details for 
the event in advance. The motion was seconded by Gina Neff. A vote was cast as 
follows: 

- Yes: Rachel Scior, Megan Moorman, Scott Sharp, Gina Neff, Karlie Gill, Debra 
Burden, Barry Fee, Jena Kemmerer, Tom Holden, Amy Lukac, Christine Balint 

- No: none 
- The motion passes 

- Tom Holden moves that D7 moves to keep the online test on a separate day from 
the remainder of the virtual contest. (This only applies to competitions that have 
online tests)  Seconded by Scott Sharp. A vote was cast as follows:  

- Yes: Rachel Scior, Megan Moorman, Scott Sharp, Gina Neff, Karlie Gill, Debra 
Burden, Barry Fee, Jena Kemmerer, Tom Holden, Amy Lukac, Christine Balint 

- No: none 
- The motion passes 

 
The next meeting for District 7 will be held virtually on Tuesday, September 22, 2020 at 3:30pm. 
Please look for a Google Meet link from Megan Moorman (Westfall). 
 
Debra Burden moves to adjourn the meeting. Seconded by Christine Balint. The motion 
passes. 
 
 


